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Abstract—In this paper, we present a new temporal masking adjustment for designing DCT-based method to estimate color spatio-temporal Just Noticeable Distortion (JND) of color video sequences. The sensitivity of human perception to spatio-temporal structural irregularity in video sequences is investigated. The variation of structural properties and luminance change between the successive frames are taken into account simultaneously to deduce a new structural irregularity based temporal masking adjustment. Then, the spatio-temporal JND profiles are assessed by incorporating the temporal masking adjustment into the mathematical model of estimating the DCT-based spatial JND profiles for luminance and chrominance components of color images. The method of estimating spatio-temporal JND profiles is verified by a subjective test in which noise contamination is carried out by adding to or subtracting from the video sequence. The simulation results demonstrate that the PSNR of the JND-contaminated video sequence is low enough while maintaining nearly the same visual quality of its original video sequence.

Index Terms—structural irregularity, just-noticeable distortion, temporal masking

I. INTRODUCTION

By exploiting visibility thresholds that are experimentally measured for quantization errors of the DCT coefficients, the quantization matrices for the use in DCT-based compression were designed [1]. The masking thresholds derived in a locally adaptive fashion based on subband decomposition were applied to the design of a locally adaptive perceptual quantization scheme for achieving high performance in terms of quality and bit rate [2]. In [3], a nonlinear additive model to estimate the spatial JND profiles for perceptual coding of color images was proposed. Liu [4] proposed a wavelet-based color visual model to increase the efficiency of image coders in compressing color images.

The JND model incorporated with temporal properties of the HVS is applied to the video codec and can be found in [5]-[9]. The JND models proposed in [6] introduce the overlapping effect between the luminance adaptation and the spatial contrast masking for better performance. By combining the luminance adaptation, contrast masking, spatio-temporal CSF, and eye movements, Jia et al. [7] estimate the subband just noticeable distortion for video. In [8], a new perceptual model by considering the gamma correction and temporal CSF was designed. In [9], an alternative perceptual video coding method was introduced to improve upon the current H.264/advanced video control framework.

In the latest research efforts [10]-[13], the visual models that analyze the structures of the image in the spatial domain to deduce the visual masking for accurately estimating the visibility thresholds of the image have been successfully proved. If the temporal masking effect takes the inter-frame variation of structural properties into account, the improvement and enhancement of the existing spatio-temporal JND model are reasonable to be expected. In this paper, we extend the structures of images in the spatial domain to that of videos in the temporal domain and analyze the relation between the inter-frame variation of structural properties and the temporal masking. By utilizing the relation, a scale factor is designed for temporal masking to extend the new masking function to visibility threshold estimation of video signals. To avoid underestimating or overestimating the masking effect in the region with alteration of the structural characteristics, the inter-frame variation of structural properties and luminance change between the successive frames are taken into account simultaneously to deduce the new masking function based on spatio-temporal structural irregularity of video sequences in this paper. By using this masking function, the model of estimating the visibility threshold of difference in video sequences is presented.

II. STRUCTURAL IRRREGULARITY BASED TEMPORAL MASKING

The temporal redundancy in video sequences is due to motion related blurring and resolution reduction, or so called the temporal masking effect. In [5], the perceptual experiment was investigated to find that human eyes are not sensitive to the changes of luminance on the time axis while video signals are displayed. Based on the variation of local temporal statistics in luminance component between successive video frames, the corresponding temporal masking adjustment used with the spatial JND to compute the spatio-temporal JND is investigated in this paper. Wang et al. [14] explored the spatio-temporal structural features that are implicitly existed in a local gradient, when the video signals are regarded as a pixel volume to show the spatio-temporal structural
characteristics in the local time region. To approach the compound effect of multiple maskings and avoid underestimating or overestimating the temporal masking effect in the region with alteration of structural characteristics, two scale factors $f_1$ and $f_2$, contributed by luminance change and spatio-temporal structural irregularity, respectively, are simultaneously taken into account to deduce the new temporal masking function that takes the addition form of the two factors. In this paper, the inter-frame variation of local temporal statistics in luminance component is based on the DCT $8 \times 8$ block. The relation between the temporal masking adjustment and the inter-frame variation at the $m$-th block between the $t$-th and $(t-1)$-th frame in the $O$ ($O=Y, Cb, \text{and} Cr$) color component is given by:

$$f_{0,1}(t,m) = \max\{f_{0,1}(t,m), f_{0,2}(t,m)\}$$

(1)

where $\max\{\cdot\}$ means that the temporal adjustment is mainly controlled by the stronger masking caused by luminance change and spatio-temporal structural irregularity, respectively. Since the visual tolerance is measured by using the visual masking effects, this indicates that more error tolerance is allowed while the stronger masking is adopted. The factor contributed by the luminance change is given by:

$$f_{0,1}(t,m) = L(c_{0,m,0,0}^t - c_{0,m,0,0}^{t-1})$$

(2)

where $c_{0,m,i,j}$ is the DCT coefficient at location $(i, j)$ in the $m$-th block of the $t$-th frame in the $O$ ($O=Y, Cb, \text{and} Cr$) color component of the video sequences. This means that the factor is varied with the average difference of each block between successive frames. The factor contributed by the spatio-temporal structural irregularity is given by:

$$f_{0,2}(t,m) = \Psi(s_{i}(x,y,t))$$

(3)

where $s_{i}(x, y, t)$ is the spatio-temporal structural irregularity of the pixel $(x, y)$ in the $t$-th frame, $LBP(x, y, t)$ is the local binary pattern (LBP) that characterizes the spatio-temporal structure for the pixel and is calculated by the local neighborhood of the pixel $(x, y, t)$, $m$ is its size, and $g_x, g_y$, and $g_t$ are the local gradients of the pixel $(x, y, t)$ in current frame along $x, y, \text{and} t$ direction of two successive frames by applying the 3D Sobel kernels (Fig. 1) to calculate for describing the spatio-temporal structural characteristics.

Also, masking effects exist in chrominance components of the color image and affect the sensitivity to chrominance components of a target color pixel in the visual information. It cannot be easily identified since masking effects in chrominance components involves complex human vision mechanisms. This makes the estimation of noise detection thresholds in chrominance become difficult. To reduce the complexity of measuring the temporal masking in chrominance components, the temporal masking adjustment used in luminance component is directly applied to chrominance components in this paper while considering that human visual perception is less sensitive to chrominance components than luminance component.

Herein, the proposed DCT-based spatio-temporal JND for color video is simply computed as the product of the spatial JND value and the corresponding proposed temporal masking adjustment based on the Ahumada’s model proposed in [15]. In this paper, we use the model proposed in [16] to calculate the spatial JND value of a specified coefficient, where the corresponding base visibility threshold and the masking adjustment are combined for measurement.

III. JUSTIFICATION OF COLOR DCT-BASED SPATIO-TEMPORAL JND

To justify the color spatio-temporal JND estimation, a subjective test is conducted to inspect if the estimated JND is perceptually redundant to the human visual perception. Suppose a test image represented in the YCbCr color space is contaminated by the associated JND profiles in the DCT domain. That is:

$$\tilde{c}_{0,m,i,j}^t = c_{0,m,i,j}^t + \delta_{0,m,i,j}^t \cdot D_{0.5T}(c_{0,m,i,j}^t)$$

(4)
where \( c^t_{O,m,i,j} \) and \( \tilde{c}^t_{O,m,i,j} \) are the DCT coefficient and its JND-contaminated DCT coefficient at location \((i, j)\) in the \( m \)-th block of the \( t \)-th frame in the O (O=Y, Cb, and Cr) color component of the video sequences, \( D_{O,ST}(c^t_{O,m,i,j}) \) is the spatio-temporal JND value, \( \delta^t_{O,m,i,j} \) is a uniformly distributed random variable taking value of either 1 or \(-1\), and \( \varphi \) is a scale factor whose value can be chosen such that the distortion is uniformly distributed over the contaminated image while the contaminating strength is slightly larger than JND. Herein, we use the scale factor \( \varphi \) to inspect how the estimated JND approaches the actual JND of the video sequences in the following experiment. If the proposed model can accurately estimate the perceptual redundancy, the PSNR of the video contaminated by the associated JND profiles in the DCT domain should be as low as possible while maintaining the visual quality.

**Figure 2.** Thumbnail of the test sequences: (a) Suzie, (b) flower, (c) waterfall, (d) bus, and (e) tempete.

**IV. SIMULATION RESULTS**

In the simulation, the similar subjective viewing test and viewing condition based on the method presented in [17], [18] is used in order to evaluate the visual quality of the JND-contaminated color video sequences. Five color video sequences (Fig. 2) are used in the test for verifying the proposed method. In the viewing test, the pair color videos of composing of the original color video and its JND-contaminated video are displayed side by side on the screen of the monitor for comparison. The subjects are asked to evaluate the perceptual difference between the pair videos. The viewing condition of observing the pair video sequences is in a dark room at a viewing distance of 6 times the video height.

In order to achieve a fair comparison, we chose the representative model proposed in [19] for color images and videos to implement in the simulation results. Watson designed perceptual color quantization matrices for DCT-based image compression. By using the Watson’s model and the proposed method, the comparison of average PSNR values (dB) for JND-contaminated sequences is shown in Table I. The average PSNR values given by the proposed method are lower than that given by the Watson’s model while maintaining nearly the same visual quality of the original video sequence. It is obviously shown that the proposed method incorporated with the structural irregularity based temporal masking adjustment is able to measure the more accurate visual error tolerance and outperform the existing model.

**TABLE I. COMPARISON OF AVERAGE PSNR VALUES FOR JND-CONTAMINATED SEQUENCES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequences</th>
<th>Watson’s model</th>
<th>Proposed method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suzie</td>
<td>32.56 dB</td>
<td>31.63 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flower</td>
<td>32.18 dB</td>
<td>31.41 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterfall</td>
<td>31.43 dB</td>
<td>30.73 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>30.74 dB</td>
<td>30.05 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tempele</td>
<td>31.77 dB</td>
<td>30.89 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**V. CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper, the sensitivity of human perception to spatio-temporal structural irregularity in video sequences is investigated for temporal masking. A new structural irregularity based temporal masking adjustment is successfully designed for the better estimation of color spatio-temporal JND of color video sequences.
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